will be highly qualified and trained to assist
and audit your organisation towards ISO
certification.
•

•

Full service: IMSM offers full
implementation; we will produce the
manuals and make the process as simple
as possible by improving the systems
already in place.
Training: IMSM offer training to
supplement your ISO. Training with IMSM
is flexible and delivered by experienced
IMSM Trainers.

What is involved?
•

The Consultant will perform a Gap
Analysis to determine where your
company’s processes are in relation to
achieving the standard.

•

If required, IMSM will develop and deliver
tailored training programmes for your
staff to supplement your ISO certification.
This ensures a full understanding and
implementation of the quality controls
being put in place.

•

The external audit is the monitoring of
your company’s conformance to the ISO
standard. IMSM will continually support
your organisation throughout the process
as well as leading up to the audit, offering
support and guidance to conformity.

•

Once your organisation is confirmed as
being ISO compliant, your organisation
will then be presented with the ISO
certificate.

Related Services

Data
Protection
GDPR & ISO 27001

Beyond ISO 27001, IMSM can also introduce
your organisation to a range of management
system standards to help develop and grow
a profitable organisation, including:
•

ISO 9001 Quality Management

•

ISO 14001 Environmental Management

•

ISO 22301 Business Continuity

These standards are all designed to be
compatible and can be integrated. To
deliver audit efficiency, consistency and
optimisation.
To explore the ways ISO standards can help
to improve your organisation, contact IMSM
today for an informal discussion with your
local IMSM ISO Specialist.

Email: enquiries@imsm.com
Web: www.imsm.com
GB-LEAF-GDPR-Rev18

Organisation Challenge

What is GDPR?

GDPR is based on 6 key principles:

From 25th May 2018 organisations need to be
compliant with the EU General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR). As with many regulations,
full compliance will be a journey in which the
end goals will change over a period of time as
the GDPR is revised, amended and tested. The
aim of the GDPR is to protect all EU citizens from
privacy and data breaches in an increasingly datadriven world that is vastly different from the time
in which the 1995 directive was established.

The General Data Protection Regulation is an EU
regulation that overhauls data protection across all
EU countries and all those who trade with the EU.
GDPR removes the ability of EU member countries
interpreting the regulations. Thus requiring them to
copy them into local law. All companies, including
international firms doing business with individuals
located in the EU member nations need to comply
with the new law.

•

Lawfulness, fairness, transparency

•

Purpose limitation

•

Data minimisation

•

Accuracy

•

Storage limitation

•

Integrity and confidentiality

Under GDPR organisations in breach of GDPR
can be fined up to 4% of annual global turnover
or €20 Million (whichever is greater). This is the
maximum fine that can be imposed for the most
serious infringements e.g. not having sufficient
customer consent to process data or violating the
core of Privacy by Design concepts.
Organisation Solution
The regulation contains many points that
crossover with ISO 27001. The standard serves the
purpose of demonstrating that an organisation
is actively managing its data security in line with
international best practice. The standard is broadbased and encompasses the essential aspects of
a comprehensive information security regime:
people, processes and technology.

Why choose IMSM?
The IMSM approach is based on a key set
of principles in order to create balanced and
sustained results for our clients:

“If your organisation can’t demonstrate that
good data protection is a cornerstone of your
business policy and practices, you’re leaving
your organisation open to enforcement action
that can damage both public reputation and
bank balance. But there’s a carrot here as well
as a stick: get data protection right, and you
can see a real business benefit.”
Information Commissioner, Elizabeth Denham

•

Fixed fee: IMSM ISO implementation is
priced at a fixed rate from day one. No
hidden charges, no unexpected invoices.

•

Flexible implementation: Designed to fit
around your organisation requirement and
schedule.

•

Expertise: All IMSM ISO Specialists and
Consultants are successfully trained to the
highest standard by an IRCA or equivalent
approved training body and have earned
a reputation of integrity for contributing
value and best practice. IMSM guarantees
that your ISO Specialist and Lead Auditor
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